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ACTION CU-04

INFO OCT-01 ARA-10 ISO-00 USIA-15 /030 W
--------------------- 117112
P 291900Z JUL 75
FM AMEMBASSY PORT AU PRINCE
TO SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 335

UNCLAS PORT AU PRINCE 1885

E.O. 11652: NA
TAGS: OEXC (JOLIBOIS, GERARD; MONTAS LUCIEN)
SUBJ: IV JOLIBOIS, GERARD; MONTAS, LUCIEN

REF: PAP 1712; DEPT 153935

CAN DEPARTMENT PROGRAM JOLIBOIS DURING EITHER
OF TWO PERIODS GIVEN IN REFTEL? EMBASSY HAS JUST
LEARNED THAT MONTAS CANNOT TRAVEL THIS CALENDAR
YEAR. WE BELIEVE BALMIR ALSO UNLIKELY BE ABLE TRAVEL
BY DEC. 30 AND THEREFORE SUGGEST JOLIBOIS BE
CONSIDERED PRINCIPAL RATHER THAN ALTERNATE.
ISHAM
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